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We work over an algebraically closed field K. Let X be a nonsingular 
irreducible projective curve of genus g > 2. Let L be a base point free line 
bundle on A’ and let d,.: A’-+ P(H’(L)*) denote the morphism defined by 
L. L is said to be normally generated (following Mumford [6]) if 4,. 
embeds A’ as a projectively normal curve. We recall that for X of genus 
g>/ 4 (so that W: , #O), the Clifford index, Cliff(X), of X is defined by 
Cliff(X)=min{g+ 1 -ho(A)-/r’(A)IA isaline bundleonX 
suchthath”(A)32andh’(A)B2}, 
and for X of genus g ,< 3, Cliff(X) is defined to be 0 if X is hyperelliptic and 
1 otherwise. One knows that Cliff(X)>0 with equality if and only if X is 
hyperelliptic by Clifford’s theorem, and Cliff(X) < [(g - 1)/2] with equality 
for general curves X by Brill-- Noether theory. One also knows that 
Cliff(X) = 1 if and only if X is trigonal or a plane quintic. 
The main objective of this paper is to give an elementary proof of the 
following result of Green and Lazarsfeld [.5]. 
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THEOREM. Let L he u wry ample line bundle on X, Lvirh 
deg L>2g+ 1 -2h’(L)-Cliff(X) 
(and hence h’(L) < 1). Then L is normully generated. 
The technique used to prove this theorem is the following. If L is not 
normally generated then a certain Koszul cohomology class is nonzero. 
This class determines a skew symmetric matrix with entries in H”(cti) so 
that the 4 x 4 Pfaffians of this matrix are contained in the ideal of the 
canonical curve. Elementary properties of such matrices and their Pfaffrans 
are then used to product a special line bundle forcing the Clifford index of 
X to be smaller than 21: + 1 - 2h’(L) - dcg L, obtaining a contradiction. 
In Section 1, WC present those elementary facts about these matrices and 
their 4 x 4 Pfaflians which we need for the proof of the Theorem. In 
Section 2 we prove the Theorem, and in Section 3 we use similar techniques 
to shed some light on Green’s conjectures, which relate the Clifford index 
of a curve to the existence of syzygies of the ideal of the curve. 
We use the following correspondence between minimal syzygies of a 
graded Sym W-module 0”~ z M, and Koszul cohomology : The space of 
j-linear ith-syzygies of M= @,, Z M, is equal to Torf(M, Kji , ,, where 
S= Sym W. In this paper, we often use Koszul cohomology to compute 
this. Let 
44,. ‘@A’+’ WA M,@kW~ M,+,@A’ !W 
be the degree i + j part of the Koszul sequence tensored with M. Then 
Torf( M, K), , , = Ker /IJrn x. 
1. 4 BY 4 PFAFFIANS AND LINEAR SYZYGIES 
( I 1) DEFINITION. Let A and B be t‘x v skew symmetric matrices of 
linear forms in S = k[x, , . . . . x,,], u > 4. 
(i) A - B if there exists a UE GL(c, k) such that B = UAU’. 
(ii) A has a generulized zer’o if A - B, and B has a zero entry off the 
diagonal. 
(iii) A generulized row of A is Zero if A - B, and B has a row 
consisting entirely of zeros. 
Let B be an ax h matrix of linear forms. B is called l-generic if for all 
USE GL(a, k) and VE GL(A, k), UBV has no zero entries. Let dim B denote 
the dimension of the space spanned by the entries of B. 
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We denote the ideal generated by the 4 x4 Pfaflians of the skew 
symmetric matrix A by Pf,(A), and we denote the ideal generated by the 
2 x 2 minors of a matrix B by I,(B). 
(1.2) LEMMA. Let A = (av) be a v x v skew symmetric matrix of linear 
forms in S = k[x,, . . . . x,], v B 4, such that 
(i) no generalized row of A is identically zero, and 
(ii) Pf,(A) c p, where p is a prime ideal of S containing no linear 
forms. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(a) A has no generalized zeros, 
where B is an ax b l-generic matrix of linear forms in S, with a, b > 2, and 
MB) c %(A 1, 
0 a2 ... a, 




for some a2, . . . . a, E S,, and Pf,(A) = 0. 
Remark. If A has no generalized zeros, then each 4 x 4 Pfafian of A is 
nonzero. 
ProoJ: We first claim that if 
where B = (b,) is an a x b matrix of linear forms, with a, b > 2, such that 
b,, = 0, then bZ1 = . . . = b,, = 0, and so 
where C is an (a+ 1) x (b- 1) matrix. Indeed, since bi, (b,,, . . . . b,,)c 
I,(B)c Pf,(A) cp and p contains no linear forms, and A has no rows 
consisting completely of zeros, then b, = 0. 
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Suppose now that A has a generalized zero. Then 
where B, is a 2 x (LJ - 2) matrix. Either 13, is l-generic and we arc done: or 
else 
where C,, = 0. Therefore by the above claim. 
where B, is a 3 x (C - 3) matrix. Continuing in this manner, we obtain B, 
which is l-generic for some 2<i<c- 1, where B, is ix(t’---j). If 
2 d i< t’ - 2 this is case (b), and for i= c - 1 this is case (c). i 
Remurk. If A has no generalized row of zeros and every 4 x 4 Pfaffian 
of A involving the first row and column is zero, then A is equivalent to a 
matrix of the form in Lemma (1.2~). It is not necessary to assume that 
Pf,(A) is contained in a prime ideal not containing any linear forms. 
The following lemma generalizes a result of Eisenbud (Corollary (1.4) 
below). 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let A = (aii) be u c‘ x c skerr symmetric mutrix of‘ lineur 
jorms in S = k[x,, . . . . s,], L’ 2 4, such that 
(i) alz. a13, . . . . (I,,: are lineurly independunt, and 
(ii) there is u nonzero 4 x 4 Pfajfian of A mcolcing the first row and 
column. 
Then there exists CI 2-linear (c - 4) -syzygy of PF,(A), i.e., 
Tar:. ,(S/Pf,(A), K),... *#O. 
Proof: We wish to find 0 fr ETorz-i(.S//r K), Z = Tor, 4(1, K), >. 
where I= Pf,(A ). Denote by I, the degree d part of the ideal I. Since 1, = 0, 
we need to construct r E ker 43, 
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For 2 d i< II, let ei= ali. We can extend e2, . . . . e, to a basis e2, . . . . e,, I 
of S,. Given Jc(2 ,..., v}, IJI=p, J=(i, ,..., i,), i,<‘..<i,, let ef= 
Ai, {2,...,vj--Jei E A “--p~lSI. Notice that the ef are linearly independent. 
Define 
the sum being over all JC (2, . . . . v}, with lJ[ = 3, where Pf,,,,, (A) is the 
4 x 4 Pfaffian of A with the given rows and columns. By hypothesis, a # 0. 
Now 
da)= c 1 ( - l)sign(J,i) ejPf,,,,, (A) @ ez j, 
Jc {Z ,..., u},lJ =3 je{Z ,..., 0)--J 
where sign(J, j) = the sign of the permutation sorting (J, j) into ascending 
order. Thus 
da) = 
Jcjz..C] IJf=4 jZcwl)' 
s’gn(J-xj) ejPf,,,,-jI(A) @ e,. 
, ,u, 
By a well-known property of 5 x 5 skew symmetric matrices, q(a) = 0 (see 
Buchbaum and Eisenbud [I]). m 
(1.4) COROLLARY (Eisenbud). Let B be an ax b l-generic matrix of 
linear forms in S = k[x,, . . . . x,], a 2 2, b > 2. Then there exists a 2-linear 
(a + b-4)-syzygy of Z,(B). 
ProoJ Since B is l-generic, dim B > a + b - 1, and so we may assume 
that the entries of the first row and column are independent. Let 
A= 
Then Pf,(A) =Z,(B). By addition of the (a+ 1)st row and column to the 
first row and column, the nonzero entries of the first row are linearly 
independent. 1 
Remark. There is a partial converse to Lemma (1.3): Let JC S= 
kCx, > ...> x,] be a prime ideal containing no linear forms. Suppose that 
there is a 2-linear (n - 3)-syzygy of J. Then there exists an (n + 1) x (n + 1) 
skew symmetric A of linear forms such that Pf,(A) c J. 
(1.5) LEMMA. Let A = (av) be a v x v skew symmetric matrix of linear 
forms in S= k[x,, . . . . x,], v > 4, such that A has no generalized zeros. Then 
dimAa2v-3. 
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Proqf (Eisenbud). Let W be a vector space of dimension t’. Regarding 
,4’W as the vector space of skew symmetric matrices with entries in K. we 
may view A as a linear subspace of A2 W, of dimension dim A. 
A has no generalized zeros if and only if P(ker(n’ W* -+ A *)) n 
Grass(1, W*)=@ in P(A’W*), where Grass(1, W*)cP(A’W*) is the 




-dim A + 2(dim W- 2) < 0, 
dim A > 2t: - 4. 1 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
For any two line bundles L and N on X, @ H”(L”N) denotes the 
Sym H”(L)-module @ ne z HO(L”N), with grading by n. 
We first recall: 
(2.1) DUALITY THEOREM ( [ 3 or 43 ). Let V c H”(L) he a huse point jiee 
linear series. Let T= Sym V and c = dim V. Then for any line bundle :v 
011 x, 
Tor,!‘(@ H”(L’*N), K)i=Tor,?_2-r(@ HO(L”N..‘tu), K), ,, 
where w is the canonical bundle on X. 
Suppose that L is not normally generated. Let S= Sym H”(L) 
and h = h”(L). Since L is normally generated if and only if the natural 
map S + @ H”( L”) is surjective, Tori( @ II’( K), # 0 for some 
.i 2 2. Applying the Duality Theorem with N= O,, we get 
Torz-.,(@ H’(L”w), K),#O for some f<h-2. Since 1123 and 
h”(L.-‘o)=h’(L)= 1, Torz ,(@ HO(L”o), K),=O for all l<h-2. Hence 
Tort & 0 H’(L”w), K)h 2 #O. 
Let q E H’(Q) @ Ah ‘HO(L) represent a nonzero element of 
Torf *( @ H”( L”a)), K),, 2. After choosing a basis {e,. . . . . e,, j of H”(L) 
we may express q as q=~,sic,shqOOe$. Let 
0 
eo= 
Yi, l ‘I. - qji 0 
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If h’(L) = 1, then choose t E H”(L -‘w) - (0) and map H”(L) + H”(o) by 
tcnsoring with t. We can then regard ei as global sections of w. Let 
and let Q = Qhl,,.). Q is an (h”(L) + h’(L)) x (h’(L)+/z’(L)) skew sym- 
metric matrix of linear forms of Sym H”(w). 
Cluim 1 (proved later). 0 # Pf,(Q) c Z(cp,(X)). 
Assuming this, if Q has no generalized zeros, then Lemma (1.5) implies 
that g= ho(o) > dim Q 3 2(/z”(L) + h’(L)) - 3, or /z”(L) < g + 1 - h’(L) - 
(g- 1)!2. Since Cliff(X)< [(a- 1)/2], hO(L),<g+ 1 -h’(L)-Cliff(X), 
which contradicts our assumption on deg L which is equivalent to 
ho(L) 3 g-t 2 -h’(L) - Cliff(X). Hence Q has a generalized zero and by 
Lemma (1.2) we obtain an m x n l-generic matrix M of linear forms on 
Sym H”(o) such that 
(i) z,(:u) c 4v,(X)), 
(ii) m+n=hn(L)+h’(L), and 
(iii) m, n 2 2. 
Let A=Im(O~“+o@ “) bc the image under the matrix M. Since X is 
nonsingular and I,(M) c Z(cp,,(X)), A is a line bundle on X. By Claim 2 
below, 
Cliff(X)<g+l -(m+n)=g+l -(h’(L)+h*(L)), 
or 
/z”(L)<g+ 1 -h’(L)-Cliff(X), 
which again contradicts our assumption on deg L. 
The following fact is well known but we include its proof for 
convenience. 
Claim 2. hO(A undh’(A)>n. 
Proof Let N = Im(Q$” +u@~) be the image under the transpose 
of M. Since the rows and columns of a l-generic matrix are linearly 
independent, /z’(A) 2 m and ho(N) 2 n. From the exact sequence 
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we get an exact sequence 
0 + (&yn;)* QQj + ,p -+ (de;” 
and hence 
A Q Am .-- ’((!l@m”lN)* Qw) = 0,y. 
On the other hand, 
0+&A 0‘ rg “, + ocf: “‘,::V -a () 
(*I 
is exact and so is 
0 + (ost”“!‘N)* + (0 I)S)‘>’ L ‘II’ ‘. 
Let F=im(i*). Then 
0 + ((o~~“‘/N)* Qw + O,o” + FQo -+ 0 
is exact and 
(F@w)@A” -‘((co @“/N)*Qo)= Ox. 
Together with (*), we get A = F@ co or F ’ = A ’ @w. Since 
O+F+N ‘+N ‘::F-+O 
is exact and N’IF is supported on a set of dimension d 0. (!W ‘:!F)* = 0 and 
O+N+F I 
is exact. Hence h’(A)=h’(A-‘@w)=h”(F ‘)>h”(N)>n. i 
Proqf qf Claim 1. For 1 di<j<kdh. let p,,k=qi/@~~k-qik@~~j+ 
q,l, @ ei. Then, for all 1 < i < j < k < h, 
piik E Ker(H’(o)@ /I’(L) -+ N’(cl)f.)), (*I 
because y is in the kernel of the composite map 
HO(o) Q Ah ‘H”(L) + H”(w) Q W(L) Q A” 3Ho(L) 
-+ H”(d) Q A” ‘H”(L). 
Hence, for 1 <i<j<k<f<h, 
qij @ Pfkl- qtk @ PHI + qi/ @ Puk 
=(Y,jO4k,-9ikO9j,+9i/O9jk)Oe, 
E Ker(H’(o)O H’(o)@ Ho(L) + H0(02L)). 
481/125/l-9 
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Since X is irreducible, qiiq,,- qlk q,,+ qj,qik E I(cp,(X)), but this is the 
Pfaflian of the 4 x 4 submatrix of Q, determined by 1 6 i < j< k < 16 h. 
Also, if h’(L) # 0, (*) implies that the 4 x 4 Pfallians of Q, involving row 
and column zero arc in Z(cp,,(X)). 
It suffices to show that Pf4(Q,,) # 0. Suppose that Pf,(Q,) = 0. Q,, cannot 
have a generalized row of zeros, because if q,j= 0, for all 2 <j< h, (*) 
implies that qjk = 0 for all j < k. By Lemma (1.2) we may assume that q,j = 0 
for all 2 d i < j d h. Write w, = qI,. Then (*) above implies that 
wi@ej- w,Or,~ Ker(H”(o)@ Ho(L) -+ H”(oL)) (**I 
for all 2 d i < j< h. Let I’ be the subspace of Ho(L) spanned by {e2, .. . . eh ). 
Then by (**), CZGiGh e,* @ w, determines a linear (h-2)-syzygy of 
@ H”(Lno) as a Sym V-module, which is nonzero since q determines a 
nonzero class. This forces V to have a base point, say P, since otherwise 
@ H’(L”w) is a 2-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay Sym V-mode and so 
cannot have any (h - 2)-syzygies. 
Since L is very ample, N = L( - P) is base point free and 
Ho(N) 3 V, where SE H’(O,(p)) - 10). Let { y,, . . . . yh} be the basis 
for H”(N) such that im( yi@s) = e,. Then 
wi@yj- wj@yi~ Ker(p(cu)@H’(N) -+ H’(oN)), 
for all Z<i<j<h, because im(wiOyj-bvjOy,) vanishes on X-{P}. 
Hence 
{wi/yi}: 0,-t N-lo 
defines a section and so h’(N) 2 1. By Riemann-Roth, h’(N) = h’(L) 
and hence h’(N) = h’(L) = 1. Since the Sym H’(N)-module @ H’(N’w) 
has no nonzero (h-2)-syzygy, there is ZE H’(N. ‘0) - (0) such that 
wi= lm( yi@ t). Since H”(O,(P))@H’(L-‘w) 3H”(N ‘w), we can find 
f’EHO(L~ ‘a- (0) such that the image of s@ I’ in H”(N ‘0) is t. Hence 
wi= lm(e,@ t’) and this means that q determines a zero Koszul coho- 
mology class, a contradiction. 1 
3. REMARKS ON GREEN'S CONJECTLXE 
M. Green [4] has conjectured a close relationship between the existence 
of linear syzygies of the ideal of the canonical curve and the existence of 
special line bundles on the curve. 
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(3.1) Conjecture [4]. Let 
c(X) = min { p 1 Tori( @ HO(o”), K)j # 0, for some j 3 p + 2 1, 
where S= Sym Ho(o). Then Cliff(X) = r(X). 
Remarks. ( 1) If c(X) = 0, then Conjecture (3.1) is Noether’s Theorem, 
and if c(X) = 1, this is Petri’s Theorem. In general, Conjecture (3.1) says 
that Cliff(X) 3 1 if and only if ~1) is normally generated; Cliff(X) > 2 if and 
only if the ideal of the canonical curve, 1, is generated by quadrics; 
Cliff(X) 3 3 if and only if I is generated by quadrics and has only linear 
first syzygies, etc. 
(2) By the Duality Theorem (2.1) 
Tor;j( @ H”(cY), K),=Tori Z p( @ HO(o)” I), K),.. / 
=Tori. 2-,( @ H”(cl>“)l K), ..j+ 1. 
Thus Tor;j( @ H “(~/), K), = 0 for j> p + 4, or j= p + 3, and p # g - 2. 
Thus the only possible nonzero Tor in the conjecture is 
Tor;l‘( @ H’(cY), K),, , 2. 
(3) Green and Lazarsfeld [S] and then Eisenbud [2] proved that 
Cliff(X) 2 c(X). We recall Eiscnbud’s argument. Let L be a special line 
bundle with h”(l,), h’(L) B 2, so that Cliff(X) = g + 1 -h”(L) - h’(L). 
From the pairing HO(L) @ H”( L ‘0) -+ ff”(~ti), we obtain an 
h”(L) x/l’(L) l-generic matrix, B, with entries in HO(U), such that 
I,(B) = I(q,,,(X)). By Corollary ( 1.4), 
TorS x * c,*lT((x,(o H”(Qo KL? I --cllrr(.ur +o. 
Thus by the Duality Theorem (2.1) Cliff(X) > c(X). 
(4) F. Schreycr [7] has produced a general curve of genus 7 in 
characteristic 2 for which Conjecture (3.1 ) fails. 
Green and Lazarsfeld [S] have generalized this conjecture, which also 
generalizes the Theorem in the introduction: 
(3.2) C’onjcvture [S]. Let p 2 0, and let L be very ample line bundle on 
x. so 
(i) deg Lb2g+ 1 +p-2h’(L)-Cliff(X) (and therefore /z’(L)< l), 
and 
(ii) Y)~(X) has no (p + 2)-second p-plane. 
Then 
Tors( @ H”( L”), K), = 0, for O<i<p,j>i+2. where S=Sym HO(1,). 
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Remark. Having no (p + 2)-secant p-plane means that for every effec- 
tive divisor D of degree dp + 2, h’(L( - D)) = h”(L) - deg D. If p = 0, this 
simply means that L is very ample. 
Cliff(X) measures how “very ample” o is, in the sense of the following 
lemma. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let D he an effectice dioisor, deg D <Cliff(X)+ 1. Then 
h’(o(-D))=g-deg D. 
Proof: Let L = o( - D) and suppose that ho(L) >g-deg D > g- 
Cliff(X)- 1. Thus h”(L)>2 for all g&2. If h’(L)>2, then 
Cliff(X) d g + 1 - (h’(L) + h’(L)) = Cliff(X). 
Thus h’(L) = 1, and then by Riemann-Roth, ho(L) = deg L + 2 - g = 
g-degD. 1 
(3.4) COROLLARY. Suppose that L is a special line bundle on X with 
deg L > 2g - 1 + p - Cliff(X). Then q,>(X) cannot hate a (p + 2)-secant 
p-plane. 
ProoJ Write L=w( -D) where D is effective, and suppose that q,,(X) 
has a (p + 2)-secant p-plane. Thus there is an effective divisor E with 
deg E=p+2, and h”(L(-E))>,h’(L)-(p+ 1). By Lemma (3.4) this 
implies that deg(D + E) 2 Cliff(X) + 2. But by hypothesis deg D < 
Cliff(X) - 1 - p, so deg( D + E) < Cliff(X) + 1, a contradiction. 1 
Using similar techniques to the proof in Section 2, we obtain the 
following consequences to Conjecture (3.1). 
(3.5) PROPOSITION. Suppose Conjecture (3.1) is true. Then Conjecture 
(3.2) is true for special line bundles L. 
Remark. The Theorem in the Introduction also follows from Conjec- 
ture (3.1). 
ProoJ By the Duality Theorem (2.1), as in the proof in Section 2, we 
need to show that 
Toq‘_,-,,(CTj H”(L”o), K),-, ,,=O, where h = ho(L). 
Assume otherwise. Let t E H’(L.-‘o) be a generator. Then we have 
inclusions and maps as follows: 
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I 1 
1 1 I 
HO(O,)@Ah~ ‘-‘P(o) -5 HO(w)@A” ‘-P/I”(w)-- -t H”((g2)@,l”-j ‘H”(w) 
CLAIM. If there is a O#~(EH~((L,)@,~~-~ “HO(L), such that 
r 4 Im($), then i(r) $ Im($‘). 
This follows formally by extending a basis of H’(o) and writing down 
the map $. 
Thus, Tori... 2 ,J @ H’(o”+ ‘), K),,-, p #O, where T= Sym H”(W). Then 
by duality and Conjecture (3.1), g-h + p >Cliff(X). But Iz >, g + 1 + p - 
Cliff(X), a contradiction. 1 
It is not possible for the conclusion of Conjecture (3.2) to hold if (Pi 
has a (p + 2)-secant p-plane. The next proposition produces the required 
.syz.~g~ given the existence of a (p + 2)-secant p-plane in a similar manner 
to the proof in Section 2. 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Suppose that L is a nonspecial. wry ornple linr 
hundfe on A’, so thut deg L 2 2g + I + p - Cliff(X). If‘ cpL(X) has a (p + 2)- 
secant p-plune, then Torz( @ H’(L”), K), + z # 0. .fir some y < p, where 
S=Sym H’(L). 
Proof: Since q,.(X) has a (p + 2)-secant p-plant, there is an effective 
divisor D of degree <p + 1, so L( -D) is nonspecial and H’(L( -D)) has 
a base point P. Then L( -D - P) is special. Thus by choosing nonzcro 
sections s E H’(L-‘(D + P)o) and t E H”(O(D + P)), we obtain inclusions 
H”(L( - D - P)) -+ Ho(w) and H”(L( - D - P)) -+ Ho(L). 
Let II= h”(L), d = deg D, and {x, , . . . . x,, ,) ) be a basis of 
H’(L-D-P)). Let yi=xi@,s~H”(~o) and z,=.ri@r~HD(L). Then 
~,OL’,-Z,O)..~EK~~(H”(L)~H’~(~)-, H’(Lm)), 
forall 1 di<.j</z-d. 
Thus C , <, < I, d sr @ y, defines a linear (h - d- I )-syzygy, which is 
nonzero ski h’(L) = 0. So 
Tori. d , (0 H”(L”w), K)h J , f0. 
By duality 
Tar:-,(@ H”(L”). Wdr! ZO 
for d=degDdp+l. 1 
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